Assembly Instructions
For Fremont Ganging Brackets
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Tools required: Phillips head screwdriver.
Note: These instructions are intended for various models and configurations. Your products may not
look exactly as those shown in the diagrams.

Important: The assembly process requires that some hardware be kept loose until later in the
sequence. Follow these instructions closely to ensure correct assembly.
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Recommendation: Retighten all screws on a seasonal basis to ensure your product remains
strong and stable for many years of use.

1.

Assemble all chairs according to their
respective instruction sheets.

2.

For In-Line arrangements, lay all
components on their backs on a soft clean
surface, as shown in figure 1.

3.

Slide components tightly together. Be sure
all edges are in alignment.

4.

Fit ganging brackets over adjacent edges
and press brackets firmly into place, also as
shown in figure 1.

5.

Double-check that edges of all components
are still in alignment and then insert phillips
screws through backets into plywood,
also as shown in figure 1. Tighten screws
securely using care not to strip.

6.

Carefully return assembly to upright
position. This will require 2 or more
persons. Use care to avoid putting stress
on gang brackets.

7.

8.

In-Line Arrangements

For Right-Angle arrangements, gang
bracket attachment must be done with
the components in the upright position,
as shown in figure 2. This requires the
assembler to reach up from underneath to
place brackets in the correct positions and
insert screws.

Right-Angle Arrangements

Figure 1
Align all edges

Your product is now assembled and ready
to use.
Caution: Use care when lifting and
moving assemblies to avoid putting
stress on gang bracket screws.
Important Note: Ganging brackets are designed to connect tables to
the armless side of chairs, loveseats and sofas only. It is not possible
to connect a table to the arm of any guest chair, loveseat or sofa.

Thank you for purchasing a Lesro product.
Need assistance with assembly? Call Lesro customer service 1-800-275-7545.
Visit us on-line at www.lesro.com
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